Raphael Diaz’s Silenced Voices

There are many definitions of art, but Raphael Diaz sums it
up best; El arte es vida, la vida es arte, (art is life, life is art…). With his humble beginnings in Cuba, he
has lived and traveled the globe. He moved to Rhode Island in 1991, and this is the place he calls home.
At age 11, while living in New York City, his mother gave him 50 cents and he made the bold move to
visit the Metropolitan Museum. This is where art came to him. While viewing a Modigliani masterpiece,
he knew this was his calling. Painting became his world through his ethnic origin filled with Latin
American cultures and customs. He paints life evolving not only with common themes like poetic
feelings, then uses these tools to communicate and express pure existence.
The “Silenced Voices” exhibit is currently on display at the Watson Institute, International & Public
Affairs building at Brown University. I spoke with Raphael about his show and asked him about his
powerful message.
Carrie Decker (Motif): Are there particular paintings you chose for your theme?

Raphael Diaz: Yes, the title “Silenced Voices” was chosen based on a
series of paintings where you have children floating in little paper boats in the middle of the ocean.

These children can be DACA children. They have no voice or home in our society. They don’t know if
they are going to make it or sink! There is no balance in our world.
CD: Do you work in different mediums?
RD: I work in different mediums, but painting is my first choice. I am a poet at heart and also a
sculptor, but painting is my first choice. BTW, I think I am a great cook!
CD: You mentioned in your bio that you are a citizen artist.
RD: Yes, I was born in Cuba and my family escaped to the Dominican Republic. We followed my
grandfather to Spain. When I was 8, we came to New York City, and I grew up in Washington Heights.
My neighborhood was filled with amazing people from every ethnic background. Each person’s
perseverance and struggles became my inspiration to create.

With his Cuban-Latin culture there is always good
comfort cuisine. His painted winged plantain figures are studies from the Italian Masters of
Michelangelo and Raphael’s angels. A reflection of eating modest food from his homeland. The wire
fences represent barriers. Raphael explains they still exist and need to be removed. The nude forms —
are they angels within us or angels protecting us from harsh realities? The somber figures do not
always look at the viewer, as eyes share a person’s presence. Are they in solitude or deep thought, or
are they preserving the very nature of our soul? Each painted boat, musical instrument and Jewish
dreidel incorporated in his pieces is a reminder of family, holidays, struggles, joy and creativity. These
are common themes throughout. His palette is multi-colored and the sky goes on forever. The
checkerboard base can be interpreted as a struggle with current political situations or purely decorative
in nature. Only the viewer can decide.
It’s always an inspiration looking at art through the artist’s eyes. With each painting there is a story to
be told. This story is being told today.
Raphael’s next stop with be back in Cuba where the show will continue to travel spreading his creative
work of “Silenced Voices.” Raphael has not been back since he left as a young child. The issues are the
same, but from a different point of view.
Silenced Voices exhibit runs through May 31 at Watson Institute, Brown University; Watch the
webcast of the artist talk here: brown.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=5b6ba3b2a36a-46e8-a646-a88e0108decf
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Peruko Ccopacatty’s Art Graces Kennedy Plaza
His attraction is magnetic. His occupation attire consists of a hat, a pair of glasses and thick gloves. His
tool is the blowtorch. The man? Peruko Ccopacatty. With a solid metal-man appeal, he is a well-known
international sculptor from Peru. Driven by his creativity, spirit and Aymara culture, Providence is
extremely fortunate to have Ccopacatty’s work on display at Kennedy Plaza. The space serves not only
as a transportation hub in the heart of the city, but a public space that is transforming into a “true civic
heart,” according to Mayor Jorge Elorza’s vision.
From his early beginnings on Lake Titicaca, cradling the past of Peruvian ancient civilization,
Ccopacatty’s roots run deeply entwined with themes of tight-knit family and hard work that often came
with struggles, but also tremendous joy. His spirit has been transformed into many mediums of art, but
eventually morphed into metal and three-dimensional forms. The past is very present in his works, and
the connection he holds closest is the one to his past.
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Ccopacatty’s four sculptures in Kennedy Plaza are of a man, an angel and two llamas – parent and child.
With the llamas opposite each other, they form a strong presence and seem to have admiration for each
other. Llamas are related to the camel family: They are intelligent, easy to train and originally migrated
to South America from the North. They are widely used as pack animals because they are well-suited to
harsh environments, and they played a big part in the Andean civilization, an important component of
the Aymara culture.
The man’s stance is widely grounded, bold and proud. The Peruvian male performs intensive physical
labor and takes responsibility as the protector of his entire family. He is unmistakable and very
powerful as the city wraps itself around his force.
Angels, by historic definition, are messengers of God. Each culture’s definition differs slightly –

Ccopacatty’s winged angel is the protector and overseer of the three other forms as it guides them
through their journey in life.
The journey these sculptures took to reach Kennedy Plaza stretches back almost 20 years. Ccopacatty,
an artistic hero in Peru, was honored with a key to the city and an intended installation in Kennedy
Plaza 20 years ago. There was an official Ccopacatty day in the city (another accompanied the recent
installation), and sculptures were developed showing intergenerational relationships in a family. The
installation didn’t end up happening then, and was only resurrected recently by the efforts of local arts
organization The Avenue Concept, which has been creating installation-quality sites and foundations
around the city,
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and through the persistence of the artist himself, who spoke at the unveiling about never relinquishing
your dreams.
This is the first installation to grace the new Kennedy Plaza foundations. Most of the work from the
original plan was sold in the intervening years – only the paternal figure remains, but the other parts
were added to create a new dynamic that’s still about generations (it’s taken a generation to be
realized), including the parent and child llamas and protective angel. “We try to connect the dots on as
many levels as possible. The work is chosen for its many aspects – the stories, the history, the
materials,” explains Yarrow Thorne of The Avenue Concept, who notes that the angel is constructed
from car bumpers, an appropriate material to use in PVD’s transportation hub. “We want to reinforce
the positive energy around the space in the heart of the city,” Thorne explains.
As part of the installation, the giant puppets of Big Nazo can be found in the plaza a few times a week,
giving interested visitors guidance on the back story of the installation.
It’s a wonderful experience to find yourself surrounded by these forms in Kennedy Plaza because it’s
easy to sense the energetic and powerful presence of the artist. Visit these statues to view figures of
history, ethnicity and present-day art at its best.
Ccopacatty’s exhibition is on display at Kennedy Plaza through May 2018. He will also have a legacy

show featuring 40 years of his world renowned art work — including 2D and 3D pieces. at a show from
May 23 – June 15 at PVD’s Skye Gallery, 381 Broadway.
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Interview with Cover Artist Jason Robert
LeClair
Green: it’s the color of budding spring, the color of St. Patrick’s Day, and the color of ecoconsciousness, which is rarely as top-of-mind as when the baby plants start busting out. So in this issue,
we’ve covered all those bases, in our mix of articles and in our think-globally-but-keep-your-feet-on-the
ground cover art by RI illustrator, sculptor, theatrical impresario and Beacon Charter High School for
the Arts teacher and RISD Instructor Jason Robert LeClair, who, it turns out, is also an accomplished
chalk artist and managed to turn cracks in the pavement into cracks in a plant-hatching world.
Motif designer Haley Nunes took a few minutes to chat about art with the multi-talented world builder.
Haley Nunes (Motif): Have you always been involved in making art?
Jason Robert LeClair: Yes. I started drawing, really getting into it and trying to make art my
profession when I was 12. Started selling my art around 15 and never looked back.
HN: Is that what you do now, artistically?
JRL: Right now I focus more on scenic design and build. But I still do other things – I just started doing
little monster mini figures for D&D, because it’s popular again … So I try to keep my hand in just about
everything. But I try to do the street painting festival every year, because I have a lot of fun with that
[the Street painting festival, run by the Providence Rotary Association, takes place annually in the fall,
weather permitting]. I started life as an illustrator – this kind of grew out of that.
HN: So how did you get into that – into chalk art?
JRL: I was asked by a former student’s parents to do their square for the street art festival in 2007.
That was the first time I had ever done street painting. I was doing the squares for years after that, and
the Rotary Club asked me to appear on The Rhode Show in 2012 to represent the festival. So I’ve done
that for them for four years, so I can help out in some way.
HN: What should you be aware of if you’re going to do art in this medium?

JRL: I look for what sort of material I’m going to be
working on – if it’s too rough, then I have to wear different gloves, etc. I don’t like working where any

cars have parked, because they leave an oil slick. There was one year the festival was in the street –
where it used to be – and it was not pleasant. Every time we tried to lay it down, [the pavement] kept
rejecting it. If the surface is really rough it’s difficult because you don’t get as many details as you want.
Like today’s piece, I just thought it would be appropriate to throw it on cracked concrete. So, it’s a
driveway that’s actually from the turn of the last century. It’s really, really old with lots of wear and tear
on it, which was perfect for the piece.
So I guess what I’d advise someone is to ask, “Why are you doing the piece? What do you want out of
it?” If you need it to … have tons of fine detail, don’t choose a surface that’s going to be really rough. If
you’d like to do something where you’re not creating an illusion, but you’re admitting that it’s art, a
rough section is just fine. Also check out foot traffic – you may not want lots of people walking on it.
HN: And weather…
JRL: There’s that. This morning I was out here with my heat gun, drying last night’s rain off the center
section so I could get started.
HN: What was your process for this project?
JRL: This was rather quick. It was the call from the rotary club and the call with you. I had an idea from
our conversation of what you wanted, so I started to scout locations. Finding this as the

Jason adorned this rock with a little extra
flair, a piece that didn’t make it into the
final cover art.
location, being that it’s somewhat familiar to me was great and it seemed to work with the concept. I
took some location shots and then did all of my sketches based on those shots.
HN: What are your influences? Or any sources of inspiration?
JRL: A lot! In my regular illustration, I really love Alphonse Mucha, but I also draw a lot from Lenny
McCrea and I have a lot of fun with my characters – I like to think of Henson and Fraud and the
Creature Shop illustrations and that sort of thing. Those are my biggies. I do take a lot of drama and
lighting effects from the Baroque era and I think most illustrators do at this point – Caravaggio and
things like that.
HN: Any advice for aspiring chalkers?

JRL: Yes! Learn how to use the material on paper first. Understanding what it can do on different
surfaces is important. Understand [that] before you lay out onto concrete – because that will be a whole
different animal. Use pastel chalks – you don’t want just straight Crayola chalk. You want something
that’s got a little more tooth to it – more pigment in it. It’s an expensive process – you’re going to go
through a lot of chalk, depending on what the surface is. The smoother the surface, the less chalk you
need. Map it out on a big piece of butcher paper first – and make a stencil, that can make your life much
easier.
And don’t underestimate the power of water. Water is your friend. There were points in this piece
where there was so much dust that was flying up that the piece itself became kind of muddy, and
“pastelled out,” for lack of a better term. Kind of cloudy – but a spray bottle of water over the whole
thing brightens it right up. Then you can put a final layer on it and brighten it.
HN: That’s kind of ironic.
JRL: It is, I know, because then it washes all away with water. Although they tell me, whenever I do the
Rhode Show, that they last for months.
HN: Really?

JRL: Because it’s not a high traffic area, so that drawing will stay down
well into the next season. It’s kinda cool.
HN: Tell us about this year’s show.
JRL: The street art festival is usually in September or October. Last year it actually got rained out. This
year, check the Providence rotary site [providencerotary.org] for the dates when they’re announced.
But that is probably the best surface ever to work on — the skating rink, which is so beautiful. It’s
gorgeous. That’s the one I usually do, but there are others – there’s one in Harvard Square and one at
Wrentham Outlets that just started last year.
HN: Awesome. Thank you very much!
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Healing Scars with Art

Pictured: Kera
Scars come with stories. They can be badges of honor, the result of an adventure or some sort of valiant
act. But they also can serve as a representation of a dark or painful time, something the scar bearer
would rather forget or transform into something new. Tattoos can help accomplish this by turning
something painful into a beautiful work of art in a type of catharsis.
I spoke to a woman named Tina, who used the power of tattoos to take back her body after a
mastectomy. After declining rebuilding nipples in her breast reconstruction, she opted to have them
tattooed on, a procedure she has done every year. She says the tattoos don’t just cover the scars, but
instead serve them.
“It made other people uncomfortable when I went to the gym or doctor office or waxing lady or for
massage treatments,” she said of her absence of nipples. “Without anatomical parts, people ask if I was

born on earth. Sad but true.”
Another trend in tattoo cover-ups involve covering C-section scars. Some mothers with C-section scars
feel insecure about them and want them covered. Others consider it a “souvenir” of childbirth and
choose a tattoo to commemorate their child’s arrival. Getting a tattoo can be a way for a woman to
reclaim her postpartum body, and a tattoo can serve as a celebration of this important life event.
Even burn marks are a great canvas for a tattoo. For instance, I spoke to a woman named Mollie who
picked a butterfly to go on her back after a burn injury. She mentioned feeling pressure to cover it,
desiring to conceal her wound effectively.
“To be honest, I wish I had put more thought in what I wanted to cover the scar. Or that the tattoo artist
had offered up additional suggestions.”
It’s an understandable pressure, as rebuilding or covering a scar not only creates a more aesthetically
pleasing look, but also can completely change how that person is viewed by others. In Tina’s case, it
was about her desire to be seen as human by others after her surgery. In other situations, it was the
need to conceal a reminder of pain.
It’s very common for one who has recovered from self-harming to demonstrate their newfound strength
through their tattoos. One person, who prefers to remain anonymous, talked of their cover-up tattoo.
“I got it as a way to remind myself of my strength,” they said. “I picked the spot on my arm that I used
to frequently self-harm. I got words tattooed there that may not mean much to others, but allow me to
remember my pain. It actually keeps me from cutting.”
Several others stepped forward to tell the stories of their self-harm cover-ups. One young woman, Ana,
chose to get her scars covered with the Rebel Alliance symbol from the Star Wars series. This tattoo
matches those of her other family members, making it “not only a tribute to her fandom, but also to
family.”
RI resident Kayla, who has a music-themed tattoo that covers her self-harm scars, says that these kinds
of tattoos symbolize new beginnings. “Covering the remnants of what was a really bad time in my life
for me with things that are positive, silly and weird has been really healing for me.”
Similarly, another woman, Kera, got an assortment of dahlias on her bicep, where her self-harm was
most evident. It symbolizes her commitment to her mental health, both for herself and to her loved
ones.
“Given that it’s also in a highly visible location, it helps to quell looks and questions of
misunderstanding regarding my scars at inappropriate times,” Kera says. “Not that I mind talking about
my history with self injury, just not in situations like if I’m at work and would prefer subjects to say
professional.”
Many tattoos have a story and represent some part of a person’s life. They can serve as reminders of
battles lost and won. Whether a cover-up emphasizes or negates a mark on one’s body, it is ultimately
an exercise in taking back their physical being and a symbol of their emotional recovery.

Visible Cloth, Invisible Bodies: Rhode Island
Textiles and Southern Slavery in the 19th
Century
As Black History Month is celebrated this February, the nation honors the history and contributions of
African Americans. The University of Rhode Island Alan Shawn Feinstein College of Education and
Professional Studies is exhibiting an impressive show titled “Visible Cloth, Invisible Bodies – Rhode
Island Textiles and Southern Slavery in the 19th Century.”

Entering the exhibition, you travel back to a time when RI played a
significant part in the transatlantic slave trade that made possible the textile industry growth in New
England. With a host of artifacts to view, I found the cotton plants (yes, you can touch) added a moving
element to the already well-thought-out floor plan. “People often don’t realize that cotton plants, when
they are picked, they are dead and they are sharp and they are nasty. Touching them makes all of that a
bit more real,” says Steven Pennell, coordinator of the Urban Arts and Culture Program at URI’s
Providence Campus.
The galleries included large-scale historical photos of southern farms, chattel slaves, under-aged
children working in factories and precious weathered elders who cared for plantation families
throughout several generations. The images are haunting and serve as a constant reminder that RI
textile factories kept youth and women working long hours with little pay and wretched conditions. In
1824, 102 Pawtucket women textile workers went on strike, refusing to return until their old wages
were restored. Making history, the strike was the first for working women in the US.
A small-scale model replicating the Slater Mill and a loom gives us insight into the country’s first cottonspinning factory. It was very successful in producing cotton thread for various textile mills in RI. Cotton
was sold to RI mostly from the south, where the mills began dominating the northern landscape. The

fabric was used for clothing and was labor intensive and expensive to make when compared to wool and
linen, also homespun. Among all this factory work are samples of payroll ledgers from various Rhode
Island mills. They are enhanced with city and town scaled maps of rivers, streets and named
establishments. Most African American families worked at the mills for one dollar a day.
“It was a revelation to realize that RI merchants were responsible for bringing slaves not only to
plantations in the South, but also to mills in New England. Even after slavery had been abolished,

this was going on. There were people enslaved on
plantations and then virtually enslaved in mills, being moved back and forth like the cotton. I had no
idea they were bringing African slaves to work in the mills here. Some of the financial cycle included
making sub-par clothing and shoes and materials for the slaves in the South, supporting the institution
for financial gain here in the North,” adds Pennell.
Newspaper clippings and mappings of slave trade from prominent RI families show that the voyages
were plentiful and the capital accumulation immense. Rosters were kept and visuals of ship
transportation of slaves had well-thought-out plans and drawings. With these images, a local artist,
Deborah Baronas, created drawings and ghost-like shadows of life-sized images on airy linen pallets.
Her work is based on her own work experience and family heritage. She constantly explores the
condition of the American worker along with the landscape, and her work is a perfect addition to this
exhibit.
The spirits are with us here as a lingering reminder that history was alive and made its mark on our
state.
To obtain more information about the exhibit, call or visit: 401-277-5206, uri.edu/ceps/prov/arts;
gallery hours: 80 Washington St, PVD. Mon – Thu, 9am – 9pm. Fri and Sat 9am – 4pm. Closed Sun.

